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We investigate he chromatic number of a class of matrices of O's and l's with given row and 
column sum vectors, equivalently the chromatic number of hypergraphs with given degree and 
dual-degree sequences. 
1. Introduction 
Let m and n be positive integers, and let R = ( r~, . . . ,  rm) and S = (s t , . . . ,  s,) 
be posit ive integral vectors with rx+" • • + rm = s t+-  • -+ s,. Denote by 9A(R, s) the 
set of all m x n matrices of O's and l ' s  with row sum vector R and column sum 
vector S. Thus an m x n matrix A = [a~i] of O's and l ' s  belongs to 9A(R, S) if and 
only if 
n 
aij = ri ( i= l , . . . ,m)  
j= l  
and 
m 
~j=sj ( ]=  1 , . . . ,  n). 
i=1 
It is known [2, 3, 4] that 9A(R, s) is nonempty if and only if 
Y. s i -  r, III IJI (1.1) 
for every I ~ {1 , . . . ,  m} and J _  {1 , . . . ,  n}. With no loss of generality we assume 
that R and S are monotone in the sense that rl >~" "" ~> rm and sl t>'"  • I> s,. 
Let  H be a hypergraph with n vertices 1, 2 , . . ,  n and m edges E l , . . . ,  E~. 
Here  E t , . . . ,  F_~ are not necessari ly distinct subsets of {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. Let  s~ be the 
number of edges containing vertex ] (J = 1 , . . . ,  n) and let ri be the number  of 
vertices contained in the edge /~. (i = 1 , . . . ,  m). We call S=(S l , . . . ,  s,) the 
degree sequence of H and R = ( r l , . . . ,  r~) the dual-degree sequence of H. The 
edge-vertex incidence matrix of H is the m x n matrix AH = [a~j] of O's and l 's  
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where aij = 1 if and only if ] •/~-. Thus A H • 9.I(R, S). Conversely, given a matrix 
B e g~(R, S) there is a hypergraph H with degree sequence S and dual-degree 
sequence R such that An = B. Hence there is a natural correspondence b tween 
the class of matrices 92(R, S) and the class 9.1(R, S) of hypergraphs with dual- 
degree sequence R and degree sequence S. 
The (weak) chromatic number [1] of a hypergraph H is the smallest number 
~/(H) of colors needed to color the vertices of H so that no edge with more than 
one vertex is monochromatic. Using the above correspondence, we define the 
chromatic number T(A) of a matrix A of O's and l 's to be the chromatic number 
of its associated hypergraph. Hence ~/(A) is the smallest number t of sets 
I1 , . . . ,  I, into which the columns of A can be partitioned so that no row with 
more than one 1 has all its l 's in exactly one of I,, . . . .  I,. We call such a 
partitioning a t-coloring of the columns of A with color classes I~ , . . . ,  1,. 
Let A • 92(R, S). A matrix A '  obtained from A by replacing a 2x2  submatrix 
of the type 
[~ ~] or [01 ~] 
by the other is said to be obtained from A by an interchange. Clearly A '•  
9,t(R, S). It is well known [2, 4] that if B is any matrix in 9.I(R, S), then B can be 
obtained from A by a sequence of interchanges. In contrast to other known 
parameters [2, 4] for 9.I(R, S), an interchange can change the chromatic number 
by more than one. For example, let R = (2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) and S = (3, 3, 3, 3), and 
consider the matrices A, A'  • 9.I(R, S) given by 
A = 
-1100-  
1 1 0 0  
1 0 0 1 
0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 
.0011.  
A,= 
-1 1 0 0- 
1 0 1 0  
1 0 0 1  
0 1 1 0 
0 1 0 1 
_0011_  
Then A '  can be obtained from A by an interchange, but ~/(A)= 2 while 
~/(A') =4. Note that A and A '  are the edge-vertex incidence matrices of the 
hypergraphs (which are multigraphs) H and H '  given in Fig. 1. However, an 
interchange cannot change the chromatic number by more than 2. This follows 
since, in the terminology of hypergraphs, we may introduce two new colors for the 
vertices corresponding to the columns affected by the interchange. 
When ~(R,s )~:¢ ,  we define 
~I(R, s ) = min{~l(A ) :A • 9.I(R, S)}. 
If ri = 1 for all i = 1 , . . . ,  m, then clearly ~/(R, S)= 1. Otherwise, we show that 
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Fig. 1. 
~/(R, s) = 2 or 3, and characterize those classes 9~(R, S) for which ~/(R, s) = 2. In 
particular, we show that when r~ > 2 for all i = 1 , . . . ,  m (the associated hyper-  
graph has no 'graph edges'), ~(R, S)  = 2. 
2. Main .results 
When H(R, S )~ ¢, it contains a special matrix fix which is constructed induc- 
tively as follows [2, 4]: Let 1<~ k ~< n and suppose columns k + 1 , . . . ,  n have been 
constructed, forming an m x n - k matr ix A~. Suppose the row sum vector of A~ 
is R[~=(r~,. . . ,r~). Let R<k)=R-R[~=(r( lk), . . . ,r~)) and s¢k)=(Sl , . . . ,Sk).  
Construct column k of f i  by putt ing sk l 's  in those rows with the largest row 
sums, preference g iven to the bottommost  positions in case of ties. It follows that 
R (k) is monotone and the leading m × k submatrix fik of f i  is the special matr ix 
of 92(R ~k~, Sck)). 
"rkorem 1. Suppose 9.I(R, S) ~ (J. I f  n >13 (i = 1 , . . . ,  m), then 3,(R, s )=2;  other- 
wise, ~(R, S) <~ 3. 
ProoL We may assume n t> 3. First suppose that r~ ~> 3 (i = 1 , . . . ,  m). We show 
that the columns of the special matr ix f i  = [a~j] have a 2-coloring. Let k be the 
largest integer such that 
a~k+- • -+a~, ~>1 (i = 1 , . . - . ,  m). (2.1) 
Then there exists an integer ~' with 1 <~'<~m such that aek = 1 and ati =0 
(j = k + 1 , . . . ,  n). Hence r~ k) = re ~> 3. It follows from the monotonicity of R~e k) that 
r~k)~>3 ( i=1, . . .  ,re). We claim that r~k)~>2 ( i=t '+1, . . . ,  m). For suppose that 
r~)~<l for some u with ~a+l~u<~m. Since r,. ~>3, at least two of a~k+l , . . . ,  a , ,  
equal 1. Let v be the smallest integer such that a~ = 1 and v >~ k + 1. Then since 
,,(v) ~..(v) re >~ ru, it follows that -e / , ,  . Since at, = O, a~ = 1 and • < u, we contradict he 
construction of f i .  Thus r~k)~>2 (] = 1 , . . . ,  m), and henCe r~k-1)>~ 1 (j = 1 , . . . ,  m). 
Therefore the part i t ion/1  = {1 , . . . ,  k -  1} and/2  ={k , . . . ,  n} is a 2-coloring of the 
columns of f i .  
Now suppose that ri <~2 for some i. With no loss of generality we may suppose 
that no rj = 1. We show that the columns of f i  = [a~i ] have a 3-coloring. Let p be 
the largest integer such that rm-p+l = 2. Let k be the largest integer such that (2.1) 
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holds. Let  v be the smallest integer such that o.~_o+t,o = 1 and v >I k. If 1 <~ i < 
m-p  + 1, then r~ > r,,_p+l and the construction of A implies that 
a~ +.  • • + a~n I> 1. (2.2) 
If m - p + 1 < i ~< m, then r~ = rm-p+l = 2 and the t ie-breaking rule in the construc- 
t ion of A implies that (2.2) holds. Hence  v = k and a~_p+l, k = 1. We claim that 
the partit ion /1 = {1 , . . . ,  k -  1}, I2 = {k}, 13 = {k + 1 , . . . ,  n} gives a 3-coloring of 
,.(k) - 2, we the columns of .A. Let  1 ~< i ~< m - p. Since, when m - p + i ~ m, -,,-p+i 
have r~k)>~2 and hence the ith row of fi, contains at least two l ' s  in columns 
Ix tJ 12. Now let m - p + 1 ~< i ~< m. We show that r~ k) I> 1. Suppose r~ k) = 0. Then 
i >m-p+ 1. Let v be the smallest positive integer such that a~ = 1. Then 
v i> k + 1 and a~ +- • • + ai, = 2. Since ¢,,-(~)_p_~1. -- 2, r} ~) = 1, and a,,-p+l.~ =0, we 
contradict he construction of .A. So r~k)~ 1, namely the ith row contains a 1 in 
columns I1 t.J 12. Moreover,  by (2.1) for each i = 1 . . . .  , m, some 1 of the ith row 
lies in columns 12 t3 I3. It follows that no row of ft, can have all its l ' s  in one of the 
sets of columns !x, I2 or  /3. Hence ~/(.A)~<3 and ~/ (R, S) <~ 3. [ ]  
In the proof of Theorem 1 we showed that .A has a small chromatic number 
(~/(fi,) ~< 3). However,  ft. need not have the smallest chromatic number  in its class. 
For example, let R = (2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) and S = (5, 4, 3, 3, 1). Then with the 
matrix A ~ 9.1(R, S) in 
mm 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
A- -  1 1 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
m 
(2.3), 
0 0 0" 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 1 0 
1 1 0 
1 0 1 
q/(A) = ~(R, S )= 2 while 
A = 
B 
1 1 0 
1 0 1 
1 0 1 
1 0 I 0 0 
~/(A) = 3. 
0 0-  
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 
0 10  10  
0 1 0 0 1 
mm 
(2.3) 
When R = (1 , . . . ,  1), clearly ~/(R, S) = 1. When R~ (1 , . . . ,  1). </(R, S) = 2 or 3. 
We now characterize those classes for which -7/(R, S )= 2, thereby also characteriz- 
ing those classes for which ~/(R, S )= 3. 
Let ~ be the number of row sums equal to i + 1 (i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1). For a subset I
of {1 , . . . ,  n}, let ok(/) denote the sum of the k largest column sums indexed by I 
(k = 1 , . . . ,  I11). 
Theorem 2. Suppose R =(rx , . . . , rm)  with r~>~2 ( i=1 , . . . ,  m), and suppose 
9.I(R, S)~O. Then ~/(R, S)=2 if and only if there exists a partition Ix, 12 of 
{1, . . . ,  n} such that 
k--X 
ork(I2)~mk- ~. (k-i)p~ fork= 1,...,IX21 (2.4) 
i==1 
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Fig. 2. The supply--demand etwork N(Ia, I~. 
and 
k--1 
~k(IO~<mk-- ~ (k - i ) ,  for k=l , . . . ,  1I~1. (2.5) 
Proof. We first construct a collection of supply-demand networks N(I1,  Iz) as 
follows (Fig. 2): 
sources U = {xl,. •. ,  x~), with supplies r l , . . . ,  rm, respectively; 
sinks V= {Yl , - . . ,  Y,}, with demands l , . . . ,  s,, respectively; 
intermediary nodes xn ,  x12, . . . , X~l, x~2. 
Let /1  ={ i l , . . . ,  ik} and I2={ik+1,. . . , /~} be a partition of {1 , . . . ,  n}. Then the 
arcs of N( l l ,  12) along with the lower and upper bounds on their flows are 
E l  ={(x~,x~i )  : i  = l ,  . . . , m;  j=  l ,  2} ,  
F_,a = {(x~x, y,): i  = 1 , . . . ,  m; t El1}, 
E3 ={(xi2, y,): i  = 1, . . . ,  m; te l z} ,  
with e (~,  ~)  = 1, c(~, ~j) = o~; 
with e(Xil, Yl) =0,  C(Xi 1, yt)-'- 1; 
with ¢(~z, y,) = 0, c(~2, y,) = 1. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the matrices in 9A(R, S) for which 
I1,/2 is a 2-coloring of their columns and the feasible, integral flows in N(I1,  12). 
Hence ~/(R, S )= 2 if and only if for some choice of I1 and 1~,N(I1,  I2) has a 
feasible integral flow. It follows from [3, p. 50-51] that N(11, I2) has a feasible 
integral flow if and only if 
Y~ ~-  ~ r, <~ c(X, Y:)- e(R, x) (2.6) 
yjeVNf£ x~eUnf£ 
for all subsets X of the set of nodes of N(I1,  I2). 
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For a subset P of U, let 
P(X) = {x~ 1" x~ e P}, p(Z) = {x~2 : xi e P}. 
Because of the infirfite capacity of certain arcs, (2.6) is satisfied whenever x~ e X 
but x~ ~X or x~2 6X. Thus in (2.6) we need only consider those sets X for which 
(X fq U) (1~ tA (X A U) (2) _ X. It follows that (2.6) is equivalent to 
s j -  Y. n ~IPI(IJ~I + lY21)+ IKl lYlI+ILI IJ=l-(IKl÷ ILl), 
j E J tO J  2 i,~P 
(2.7) 
IKI lYll + ILl l J21- (IK] + ILl) ~ 0, 
and hence (2.7) is implied by the nonemptiness 
suppose Ja = J2 = O. Then (2.7) becomes 
)'. r, >I ([KI + ILl), (2.8) 
for all P ~ U, K_  U(x)\P (x), L _~ U(2)\P (2). The right-hand side of (2.8) is largest 
when K = U(1)\P (1) and L = U(2) \P  (2). Hence (2.8) is equivalent to 
Y. r, ~>2 IPl. 
which holds for every P ~ U since ri i> 2 (i = 1 , . . . ,  m). Hence in this case (2.7) 
holds. Thus under the assumptions of the theorem, (2.7) is equivalent to the two 
conditions (2.9) and (2.10): 
[Yl=0,Yz#O], ~., s~- ~., r,~lPl lY2l-IKl+lLl (IJ2l-1) (2.9) 
for all P, K, L, and .Iz as in (2.7) with J2 ~-O. 
[.Y,=/=¢,.T2=¢], ~, sj- ~., r, <~lPl lJd-lLl+lKl (lY~l-1) (2.10) 
j d l  i~P 
for an P,K,L, and & as in (2.7) with i~¢ .  
We consider first (2.9). The left-hand side is independent of K and L, while the 
fight-hand side is smallest when K= U(1)\P (~) and L = 0. Hence using [P[ = 
m-  [P[, we see that (2.9) is equivalent to 
si- ~ n ~m IJ21-IPI (IJzl÷ 1), 
condition for 9~(R, S). Now 
for all subsets P ~_ U, K c_ U(1)\p °), L ~_ u(E)\P (2), J1-11, and J2-12. Here we 
take complements relative to the containing sets. 
When K=L =0,  (2.7) is equivalent o the nonemptiness condition (1.1) for 
9~(R, S). Since we are assuming 9.1(R, S)~ 0, (2.7) is satisfied when K=L =0. 
Likewise when .11 ~ 0 ~ J2. 
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and hence to 
Y. (ff:l + 1 - r,) <~ m 17:1- Y. sj 
i EP  iE.~ 2 
for all P and J2 as in (2.7) with J2 ~ 0. 
Let G = {/'" rj = i + 1} for i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, and let k = 1J21. Then (2.11) is equival- 
ent to 
rla--1 
~., (k - i ) IPnq l~<mk - ~ s~ (2.12) 
i =1  i J= 
for each k = 1 , . . . ,  1121 and for  an P and & as in (2.7) with I&l = k. 
The right-hand side of (2.12) is independent of P, while the left-hand side is 
maximum when 
(2.11) 
0 if i>~k, 
P tqG= C, if i<k .  
Since ~ = ICil, i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, (2.12) is equivalent to 
k--1 
(2.13) 
i= l  i f3= 
for an k = 1 , . . . ,  I121 and all J2 ~ 12 with 17:1 = k. 
For a fixed k the right-hand side of (2.13) is minimum when J2 is the set of 
indices of the k largest column sums indexed by 12. Hence (2.13) is equivalent to 
(2.4). In a similar way it follows that (2.10) is equivalent to (2.5), and the theorem 
follows. [] 
We conclude this section by applying Theorem 2 to two examples and relate 
them to Theorem 1. 
F_ammple 1. Let R = ( r , . . . ,  r) with r I> 2 and let 9~(R, S) # 0. Then it follows from 
Theorem 2 that ¢/(R, S) = 2 if and only if there exist I with 0 # I___{1,..., n} such 
that 
m ~ ~ sj ~<(r- 1)m. (2.14) 
i e I  
By Theorem 1, when r > 2 there exists an I for which (2.14) is satisfied. When 
r = 2, namely when 9A(R, S) is the collection of multigraphs with degree sequence 
S, (2.14) becomes Y-i~ s~ = m, which may not be satisfied for any I; e.g., R = S = 
(2,2,2). 
Example 2. Let R = (4 , . . . ,  4, 3 , . . . ,  3) and let 9~(R, S) ~ 0. Then by Theorem 1, 
¢/(R, S )= 2 and the first part of the proof of that theorem exhibits a 2-coloring 
11 ={1, . . . ,  k -1}  and I2={k, . . . ,  n} of .4. For this 11 and 12 the first 4 ine- 
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qualities in (2.4) become 
(i) trx(I2) ~< m, 
(ii) (r2(I2) ~< 2m, 
(iii) cr3(I2) ~< 3m - #2, 
(iv) or4(I2)<~4m -2192-#3 = 3m -192- 
In general we get tri(I2) = 3m - 192 (1 ~< i ~< [I2[). 
The first two of these inequalities are trivially satisfied. It follows from the 
construction of A that columns k, k 4-1, k + 2 each contains at least one 0 within 
the last 192 rOWS. Hence (iii) holds. It also follows from the construction of  A that 
columns k, k 4-1, k + 2, k + 3 each contains at least two O's within the last 192 rows 
and at least one 0 within the first 193 rows. Hence (iv) also holds (actually (iv) 
implies (iii)). Continuing in this way, one can show (2.4) is satisfied. Similarly one 
can show that (2.5) is satisfied in this case. 
More generally when all the ri are at least 3, the 2-coloring Ix and 12 of * 
exhibited in the first part  of the proof of Theorem 1 satisfies (2.4) and (2.5). 
However,  we note that Theorem 2 although it fully characterizes those classes 
with all row sums 2 which are 2-colorable, it does not provide an efficient 
algorithm to recognize them. 
3. Strong chromatic number 
Associated with a hypergraph H is another numerical invariant called the strong 
chromatic number [1]. This is defined to be the smallest number  ~A(H) of colors 
needed to color the vertices of H so that no edge contains two vertices of the 
same color. The strong chromatic number 3'~(A) of a matrix A of O's and l 's  is the 
strong chromatic number  of its associated hypergraph. Hence ~A(A) is the smallest 
number t of sets la , .  • . , / t  into which the columns of A can be partit ioned so that 
each row of A has at most one 1 in / /  (j = 1 , . . . ,  t). We call such a partitioning a
strong t-coloring of the columns of A with strong color classes I t , . . . ,  It. When 
92[(R, S) :/: 0, we define q~(R, S) by 
~A(R, S) = min{vs(A) :A e ~(R,  S)}. 
For the sake of completeness, we present some elementary results concerning 
Tlheorem 3. Suppose 9.I(R, S) ~ O, and let r = rt be the maximum row sum. Then 
r<~ ~,s(R, S )~2r -  1. 
Proof.  The lower bound is trivial. For the upper bound we show by induction on r 
that ~/s(A)<~2r - 1. when r = 1, ~/s(fi,) = 1. Now let r > 1, and A =[%] .  Let k be 
the largest integer such that 
a~+-  • -+ a~. ~>2 
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for some i = 1 , . . . ,  m. Let J be the set consisting of column k of ft,, and L the set 
of columns k+l , . . . ,  n. Then each row of A has at most one 1 in L. The 
remaining columns of ft, are the columns of Aik-i which is the special matrix of 
9~(R (k-l~, S(k-l~). Since the largest component of R (k-x~ is at most r -  1, it follows 
from the inductive assumption that there is a strong t-coloring of fi-k-x with 
t~<2r -3  and with color classes I~, . . . ,  1,. But then Ix , . . . ,  It, K, L is a strong 
(t+2)-coloring of A with t+2~<2r -1 .  [] 
The bounds in Theorem 3 are sharp. The lower bound is readily attained. We 
construct a family of classes for which the upper bound is obtained. Let r >12, 
m=4r -2 ,  n=2r -1 ,  R=(r , . . . , r )  and S=(2r, . . . ,2r) .  Clearly 9~(R,S)~fJ. 
Since 2r + 2r > m, for every A a 9~(R, S) no two columns of A can belong to the 
same strong color class in any strong coloring of A. Hence qs(R, S) = n = 2r -  1. 
In the preceding classes, all matrices in a class have the same strong chromatic 
number. We do not know a characterization f those classes for which the strong 
chromatic number (or the weak chromatic number) is constant. 
We conclude with a characterization f ~/s(R, S). 
I~mmm 4. Suppose 9/(R, S) ~: O. Let K I , . . . ,  Kt be a partition of {1, . . . ,  n}, let 
S'i=~k~Si ( i= l , . . . , t ) ,  and let S '=(s [ , . . . , s~) .  Then there exists a matrix 
A ~9I(R, S) for which K1, . . . ,  K, is a strong t-coloring i[and only if 9I(R, S) ~: ~. 
Proof. Suppose Kx , . . . ,  Kt is a strong t-coloring of a matrix A = [a~ i ]e  9~(R, S). 
Define A '=[a l i ]  by 
a~j= ~., aik (l<~i<~m,l<~j<~t). 
Then a~j=O or 1, and A'~9~(R, S'). This construction can be reversed but, in 
general, in a non-unique way. [] 
Continuing with the notation in Lemma 4, we have the following. 
Theorem 5. Suppose ~(R, S) ~ O. Then ~A(R, S) is the smallest integer t such that 
there exists a paration K1 , . . . ,  If,, of (1,..., n} with 
n <lJIILI (.r_{1,...,t},L_q(1,...,m}). 
Proof. The theorem follows from Lemma 4 and the condition for H(R, S') to be 
nonempty. [] 
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